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Purpose: The study aimed to compare the image quality of SD OCT and SS 
OCT in the setting of media opacification i.e. cataract. 

Study Design: Prospective cross sectional study. 

Place and Duration: Amanat eye hospital from 1
st
 October 2015 till 31

st
 

December 2015. 

Material and Methods: Prospective cross sectional study was carried out on 
366 eyes of 241 subjects. All subjects were scanned with both SS – OCT and 
SD – OCT with dilated pupils and scans were evaluated by two 
ophthalmologists. Chi square/ fisher exact test was applied to assess the results. 

Results: In the sample of 366 eyes, there were 174 eyes with grade 1; 96 with 
grade 2; 72 with grade 3; and 24 with grade 4 cataract media opacification. The 
images obtained from media opacification grade 1 and 4 were almost constant 
and statistically non significant. The results of images obtained with grade 2 
media opacification was significant with p = 0.001. Similarly, the results obtained 
from grade 3 media opacification were highly significant with p < 0.001. 

Conclusion: The image quality of SS OCT and SD OCT performs better in 
moderate media opacification. Both machines performed equally and efficiently 
in mild media opacification whereas failed to provide clinically useful scans for 
dense media opacification. 

Keywords: Swept Source Optical Cohorence tomography, Spectral Domain 
OCT, Image quality, Media opacity, Cataract. 

 
CT has established itself as indispensible for 
monitoring of vitreo retinal choroidal 
Disorders1,2. Since its advent over 20 years 

ago, it has seen tremendous transformation from time 
domain models with an axial resolution of 50µm to SD 
OCT with resolution of less than 5µm. However, two 
major limitations were consistently observed with 
previous models. 

 Firstly visualization of the choroid has been sub 
optimal. Secondly visualization through media 
opacification such as cataract leads to a deterioration 
of image quality3,4. The wavelength employed for 
illumination in SD models is 800 – 870 µm. This is 

optimal for imaging the retina but does not offer large 
penetration depths since in SD technology the signal 
strength seems to decay rapidly with an increase in the 
spatial distance from zero delay line which is the axial 
distance for maximum sensitivity for signal detection 
(conventionally placed near the vitreo retinal 
interface), a phenomenon known as sensitivity role 
off5. In an attempt to overcome this limitation, the 
enhance depth imaging (EDI) mode was introduced in 
SD technology. Parallel to this, swept source OCT 
technology has been invented which uses a longer 
wavelength of light (1050mm) with a tunable laser and 
narrower band width. This technology offers much 
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less sensitivity role off without affecting signal 
strength in other regions and has claimed to perform 
better in eyes with media opacification. 

 Many comparisons between these modalities have 
already been published. The choroidal thickness 
estimates6,7, the automated choroidal segmentation8, 
the penetration depth9,10, the contrast at deep 
choroidal vessel level, image quality in pathological 
myopia11, have been studied. All of these studies have 
excluded cases with media opacification, citing it as a 
limitation. 

 The purpose of this study was to compare the 
image quality between SD OCT and SS OCT in the 
setting of media opacification i.e. cataract. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A comparative cross – sectional study conducted in 
the settings of Amanat Eye Hospital, equipped with 
both SD-OCT (Heidelberg Spectralis) and the SS–OCT 
(Topcon Triton). Consecutive sampling technique was 
used to collect the sample of 366 eyes of 241 patients in 
the time frame of three months (from 1st October 2015 
till 31st December 2015). Patients presenting to Amanat 
Eye Hospital and found to have cataract on 
ophthalmic examination were included in the study. 
An informed consent was obtained from all the 
patients enrolled in the study. An approval was taken 
from the hospital ethical committee. Two consultant 
ophthalmologists separately graded the media 
opacification on the basis of fundus view on slit lamp 
bio microscopy with the 90D lens (Fig. 1) as in table 1. 
Where there was a discrepancy in the grades awarded 
to any opacity by the two consultants, that patient was 
excluded from the study. Head to head comparison of 
Swept Source OCT and Spectral domain OCT (SD – 
OCT) was done in all subjects. For Spectral OCT a 6 
mm line scan using EDI setting with 100 images 
average per scan was used. For Triton 12 mm line scan 
centered on the fovea with 90 images averaged for 
each B – scan. All images were taken in mesopic 
lighting conditions and with a dilated pupil. All scans 
were performed by single trained ophthalmic 
technologist. The image thereby acquired was then 
assessed on the machine and graded on the basis of 
clarity in table 2. Here again, any image in which there 
was a disagreement between the two consultants was 
excluded from the study. The Observers were masked 
to the patients and the grade of cataract but were not 
masked to the machine. 

Table 1:  Media Opacification Gradation. 
 

Media 
Opacification 

Disc Macula 

Grade 1 Clear Clear 

Grade 2 Clear Mild Blur 

Grade 3 Blur Moderate Blur 

Grade 4 No Visibility No Visibility 

 
 The Statistical Package for Social Sciences software 
(SPSS, version 22) was applied to organize and 
tabulate the data collected. Descriptive statistics of all 
variables were calculated and Pearson Chi square/ 
fisher exact test (95% Confidence Interval) was applied 
to determine the association between Swept Source 
OCT and Spectral domain OCT (SD – OCT). 

 Media opacification was graded on the basis of 
fundus view on slit lamp biomicroscopy with the 90D 
lens as in Table 1 (Fig. 1). The image from both OCTs 
was graded on the basis of clarity of the retinal layers 
as in Table 2, which was called posterior segment 
gradation. 

 
RESULTS 

There were 366 eyes of 241 patients (151 Females and 
90 Males), the mean age was 61 years (±6.22 SD). There 
were 174 samples of grade 1, 96 of grade 2, 72 of grade 
3 and 24 of grade 4 media opacification observed 
(Table 3). For Grade 1 media opacifiation, there were 
174 eyes. No statistics were computed because the 
image quality with Swept Source OCT and Spectral 
domain OCT were constant. For Grade 2 Media 
Opacification, 96 eyes were observed. Fisher Exact test 
was applied to find out the association between Swept 
Source OCT and Spectral domain OCT (SD – OCT). It 
was found to be significant with p value = 0.001 (df 1, 
n = 96), at significance level (α) 0.05 and 95% 
confidence interval (CI) (Table 3). For Grade 3 media 
opacifiation, 72 eyes were observed. Fisher Exact test 
was applied to find out the association between Swept 
Source OCT and Spectral domain OCT (SD – OCT). It 
was found to be significant with p value < 0.001 (df 1, 
n = 72), at significance level (α) 0.05 and 95% CI (Table 
3). For Grade 4 media opacifiation, there were 24 eyes. 
No statistics were computed because the image quality 
with Swept Source OCT and Spectral domain OCT 
were constant. 
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Table 2:  OCT image quality graduation 
 

Image 
Quality 

Retinal Layers Vitreous 

Grade 1 Distinct Clear 

Grade 2 
Less distinct but 
identifiable 

Mild haze 

Grade 3 

Significant blur but gross 
pathology still visible. 
Software Misjudging 
retinal layers. 

Moderate 
haze 

Grade 4 
Image quality is too low 
for reliable interpretation. 

Severe 
haze 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Grading of media opacification on the basis of 
fundus view. 

 
DISCUSSION 

The effect of cataract on OCT image has been studied 
before. In a study of 800 nm OCT12, only moderate 
cataracts were included the signal strength or 
reduction thereof was observed but it did not attempt  

comparison with SS OCT. In another study with 
moderate cataract, SS OCT provided details of the 
retinal choroidal structure irrespective of the density 
of the cataracts13. The results of the current study do 
not reflect the same where it was observed that image 
quality deteriorated with density of cataract. 

 A study conducted in UK observed the effect of 
mild to severe cataract on posterior segment 
visualization by 3D 1060 nm OCT and compared it 
with SD OCT. It involved scanning patients with 
undilated pupils whereas in the present study, 
patients were scanned with dilated pupil to optimize 
the images obtained. Studies14 conclude that pupil size 
does not affect the quality of scans in modern OCT 
machines but these studies have excluded eyes with 
media opacification. It was speculated that due to the 
presence of cataract, pupil size will have an effect in 
this setting and will influence the image quality. 

 Other investigators have employed the Lens 
Opacities Classification System III (LOCS III)15 to 

 

 
 

Fig. 2:  Grading of image quality of OCT scans.  

 
Table 3: Comparison of image quality between SS-OCT and SD – OCT with increasing density of media 

opacification. 
 

Media 
Opacification 

SS – OCT Image Quality SD – OCT Image Quality 
P value 

Gr. I Gr. II Gr. III Gr. IV Gr. I Gr. II Gr. III Gr. IV 

Grade 1 (n = 74) 174   0 0   0 174   0   0   0  

Grade 2 (n = 96)   91   5 0   0   71 25   0   0 P = 0.001 

Grade 3 (n = 72)     0 64 8   0     0 57 15   0 P < 0.001 

Grade 4 (n = 24)     0   0 2 22     0   0   0 24  
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grade the density of cataract.  Since LOCIII does not 
specify the exact location of the cortical and posterior 
cataract, it has been observed by those investigators16 
that using this classification, there was no consistency 
in image quality and signal strength with the same 
LOC III grades. The current study attempts to 
overcome this limitation by use of two separate 
arbitrary grading systems (based on clinical 
significance) devised for assessment of media 
opacification and the quality of the image 
consequently obtained. We preferred to use this 
instead of the LOCS III so that the end point i.e. the 
degree of haziness of fundus caused by any cataract 
was directly addressed irrespective of location and 
type of cataract. As a result, more consistent results 
were seen using this method. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: (a) Media Opacification Grade 1; (b) Image 
Quality on SD – OCT (Grade 1); (c) Image 
Quality on SS – OCT (Grade 1); (d) Media 
Opacification Grade 2; (e) Image Quality on 
SD – OCT (Grade 2); (f) Image Quality on SS – 
OCT (Grade 1); (g) Media Opacification Grade 
3; (h) Image Quality on SD-OCT (Grade 3); (i) 
Image Quality on SS-OCT (Grade 2). 

 
 For grade I opacification, (Figure. 3 a-c) the image 
quality from both machines fell in the same category. 
Although it was clearly seen that SS OCT had better 
contrast between the retinal layers imaged however, 
the SD OCT also efficiently detected all retinal layers 

at this grade of opacification for clinical interpretation 
and correlation. Important to note is that we did not 
include choroidal depth and visualization of the 
choroidoscleral junction as criteria. There are a 
number of studies17,18,19 that establish the SS OCT does 
indeed view to a greater depth due to the use of a 
tunable laser and a longer wavelength. Therefore, 
these parameters if included in the present study 
would have added an obvious bias in favor of SS OCT. 

 It was in the moderate grades of cataract that we 
found the most significant difference in image quality 
between the two machines (Figure 3 d-i). SS OCT 
performed better with less light scattering and 
artifacts. The retinal layers were adequately detected 
by the software in more cases than the SD OCT. Subtle 
retinal pathologies such as early epiretinal membranes 
intraretinal cystoid spaces which were missed by SD 
OCT were detected by SS OCT. A comparison of 
performance between SD OCT and SS OCT in high 
myopes has been studied20. The current study also 
observed better visualization in pathological myopia 
with SS OCT. The characters of PED’s were seen in 
more detail. It is clinically important to be able to 
detect these changes because they are often the cause 
of unexpected and unfavorable visual results post 
cataract surgery. This knowledge of pre existing 
retinal pathology is invaluable in practice since it 
serves to bring the patients expectations at a 
reasonable level and makes him more receptive to 
further treatment. 

 It is observed that for dense cataracts, the image 
quality deteriorated for both SS and SD. In cases of 
dense cataract, where SD OCT failed the SS OCT also 
was unable to provide adequate and reliable images. 
A few exceptions noted but not statistically significant 
(2/24 for this group). 

 The strength of this study is a large number of 
subjects that reduced the significance of any 
confounders. Also the images scanned were by the 
same experienced technologist and assessed 
independently by the same consultants. 

 Limitations are that this study did not include 
media opacification other than cataracts. The presence 
of media opacification might affect certain depths of 
the retinochoroid more than others. Since OCT works 
on the principle of interferometery the depth at which 
light is reflected might be affected by the distance of 
the opacification from the zero delay line. These 
would certainly be useful areas of study in future. 
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CONCLUSION 

SS OCT performs better than SD OCT in moderate 
media opacification caused by cataract. Both machines 
perform equally and efficiently in mild media 
opacification whereas fail to provide clinically useful 
scans in the setting of dense cataract. 
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